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Introduction: The Plancherers theorem which was established on an abelian 
LC (locally compact) group by M. Krein, D. Raikov, H. Cartan and R. Godement, 
etc., has been developed in recent years to the case that groups are unimodular 
LC; F. L Mautneri^ and L E. Segal^  ^ have constructed their theories under a 
little restriction, that is, the separability condition on account of their method 
of using von Neumann's redu(;tion theory.-^  ^ More recently, R. Godement^  ^ and 
otherwise H. Sunouchi^  ^ have constructed their theories excepting such restriction 
and availing themselves of Radon’s measure to the full.
Our object of this paper is, however, to pursue the same theme in a general 
situation without both separability and unimodularity in refering to the theory 
of functionals on B-algebras, established in the author's pervious paper.^^
§1. Let G be a general LC group with left-invariant Haar’s measure d%, 
and Z(G) the group algebra over G with respect to the measure d% in the sense 
of L E. Segal; Z(G) is considered as an involutive Banach algebra (B-algebra)
over the complex field ^ with the norm WfW =  '^ \f( x^')\dx, multiplication
a
(1 .1 ) (convolution),
a
and conjugation /'!'(at) =  /(:v~^)-p(Ar), where is the Weil’s density of right- 
invariant Haar's measure, dx'“^  — p(^ x^  d x P
We see easily that such >}^ -operation is conjgate linear, involutely, anti­
automorphism on Z (G ); ( ^ a f ^ g y - - V for =/, (/^y*'= 
and, in addition, H |1 =  H / |l. If /= we call / self-ad join t or herm itian  and 
the set of all hermitian elements the hermitian kernel of Z(G), denoting by ZT(G).
ZT(G) is not necessarily a sub-algebra of Z(G) but is a vector subspace of 
it over the reals dlP
l)-^ 5) See the bibligraphy at the end of the paper.
6) The author's work; 2).
7) A. W eil, L’integration dans Ies groupes topologiques et ses applications (Actual. Scient. 
et Ind.), n° 869, Paris, 1940, p. 40 and /. E. S eg a l 5) pp. 76-77.
8) H  {G ) forms a commutative, distributive, but non-associative normed algebra by the
product f  - g  ^  2 ^ f s  + f g ) ; evidently f   ^f  ^  f  ^  f o r f e  H {G ).
In other words, H (G ) is a special Jordan  a lg ebra  with the operation o ,
Lemma I. Denoting the collection o f  a l l  such lin ear functionals (p as 
satisfy the condition /) or ii')
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i) ^C/*/) ^  O and K/^0 =  K / ) for /€
ii) 2 1 K [/ ,^ ])!^ K / 2 ) + K ^2) for
by 77 (Z (G )) or IT(^HQG)) respectively, it holds that
a) n  QLQG^ ^n  QHQG)),
A
b) 77 QLQG)) is  closed and convex in the conjugate space o f  LQG) as a  
vector space with respect to the weak topology as functionals, and so is Il QHQG)) 
in that o f  HQG),
Here [/,^] =  2 .^-(/ ^ -^ / ) (special Poisson’s product) for f,g^H Q G ) and 
the sign “  means the biunique topological correspondence between the both terms
A
in such a manner that each functional <p in the right has a unique extension <p 
over the whole LQG) which coincides with the corresponding one in the left.
The unit sphere E q in the conjugate space of HQG) is weakly compact 
owing to S. Kakutani-Dieudonne and co n v e x ,so  that the intersection
(1 .1 ) E o n n  QHQG))
is also weakly compact and convex, and is moreover metrically bounded, ^ l ,  
that is, Eo is regularly convex and hence has sufficiently many extreme points, 
whose convex hull being weakly dense in E o , due to the noted theorem of Krein 
and Milman. The totality of non-zero extreme points of Eo is denoted by SQEo) 
and the origine (zero functional) by d\ the closure Vo of Vq — SQEo) Qd) is 
compact, so that Vo = Vo-Qd) is locally compact. We call Vo the character  
space of G (if G is abelian, Vo coincides with the dual group G),
Lemma 2. For every cp in TI QLQG)), the set o f  a l l  such elements f  that 
=  O for a l l  g^LQG) forms a  closed l e f t  id ea l  o f  LQG), for which  
the quotient space LQG)/^ (^p forms a pre-H ilbert space with the inner product 
defined by
Cl. 2) (X ^ , X ,)^ ^cpQ g^ f),
where is the residue class o f  i(G)/''3> containing  /6 LQG),
The proofs of Lemma I  and 2 are not so much difficult and are omitted; 
about the details, see 2).
Lemma 3. T he set o f  a l l  continuous positive d efin ite Qc, p, d ,)  functions on 
Gy $(G ), is one-to-one corresponding to TI QLQG)) and so to 77 QHQG)~); i f  (p 
and $ where cp,  ^IIQLQG)) and $, holds
i) <P^<p =  <P- =   ^,
I )  S. Kakutani, Proc, Imp. Acad., 16 (1940) and J. Dieudonne, Ann. Ec. norm. Sup. ,59 (1942), 
Thr. 22,
iii) V f^(Z) =  J K x )  fix') d x , f ^ L i G ) ,
a
V i )  K / )  =  5  i M K x ^ d x ,  f e i i G ) ,
a
and is represented  as folloivs;
V )  -  ( X ,  , U ^ X e \  ,
where is the unitary operator on the H ilbert space C>^  o f  the completion o f  
Li f i ^I ' def i ned by U^X  ^~ , /^(.) =i/(j^-i.) and Xe is  the strong lim it 
in  o f  {X / }, in which \e^ \ being the approxim ate identify o f  L{G'),
The same or analogical result as above has been obtained by the author and 
and others.^^
Combining Lemma I  and 3, we have a modified formular of ii) as follows,
iiy  a^;|i + /S^2 =  »
where (p is an element of TI (H (G )) with the extended (p in n  QLQG)~) and a, /9 € 
We see easily that I! ? Iloo ^ supIf(^)I =  <f( )^ if and only if (p^£Eo: more 
precisely, we hold
Lemma 4. T he follow ing three conditions are mutually equivalent'. 2 ) 
is an elementary c, p, d, function with IIcIIoo = I on G, //) (p^  is an extreme 
point o f  Eq, in') c^p^  is  sim ple for the fam ily o f  unitary operators x^G.
Here the term “simple” means that there exists no proper closed sub­
manifold in c^p which is invariant under x^G.
^2. We shall begin with a preliminary lemma;
Lemma 5. Every product fg, for f ,g ^ L {G ) ,  may be written in the form
(2 .1 ) fg  — h-i^ '%1 + i h-x^ 'h2 -  ( h^ h^s + i h^ '^h^ ,) ,
so that, by means o f  the approximate identity, L(G ) is strongly approxim ated  
by the complex lin ear combinations o f  elements in  Sl^ (G), the set o f  a l l  such 
elements as in the forms /*/, /€ Z(G).
In fact, we have only to put ^  C/'^+(~0^'“^ ',gr) for  ^— I, 2, 3,4. In 
other words, 55(G) forms a basis of Z(G) as a vector space.
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I )  2) Cf. the author’s 2 ) ;  H. Cartan and R. Godement, Theorie de Ia dualite et analyse 
harmonique sur Ies groups abeliens Iocalement compacts, Ann, Ec. Norm., 3, LXIV (1946). 
R . Godementy Les fonetions de type positif et la theorie des groupes, Trans. Amer. Math. 
Soc. 6, 3 (1948). H. Yoshizawa, Unitary representations of locally compact groups, Osal^a 
Math. Jour. I, I  (1949),
Analogously, the set of all vsuch elements as in the forms / i^'/for f  ^  D~y\G') 
— is denoted by then each product f  is
decomposed as in (2 .1) and moreover is continuous on G, since so is every 
element of 55%G). i f is not necessarily £ Vo being the character
space of G, 7(^) defined by
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m CdiW^ d th^ generalized  Fourier transform  F . .^) of f  ^  LQG ,^ which is clearly 
a continuous function on % (and equa] to <pCf) owing to F )  in Lemma 3).
For every f e  , the intersection ^(G ) D C ( G ) , putting
(2 .3 ) 7T(7) =  / (e ),
TT is evidently a positive and additive functional on and is extensible to the 
whole the positiveness.^  ^s) defines a Radon’s measure d<p on Vo such
as
( 2 .3 y  = \
VO
which will be precisely proved in the later paragraph, §4.
Now, we consider the series of sub-pre-Hilbert spaces
€>J =  Z.i,2(G)/^3> of K G ^ r x  for <p^Vo^
Then, the direct sum €>5. — <P^Vo, is also a pre-Hilbert space with the
inner product
( 2 .4 )  Cfi, A )t' -  J ( ^ r ,  , dip -  J
F O  r O
for =  Consequently, we have
( 2 .5 )  ||/||2 =O, hr,
V  O
yo ro
and, on the otlier hand,
(2.6) / * / ( e ) - - j  / K x ^ / i x - n d x ^ \  \f{x^\^^dx,
(-t a
that is,
(2-7) ||/ll^ .Q= ||/il7;2(^ ).
1) C (G) means the B-space of all complex-valued bounded continuous functions on G.
2) COI  ^ means the linear envelope of the space (•) over the positive nembers, 
the reals or the complex field ^  respectively.
3) X  means the collection of all g . F . t. ot f   ^X, X  C. L (G ).
4) ^ (^ */ ) is reasonable for f ,  g e  owinj  ^ to Lemma 5, since
Thus, the correspondence f f  give rise to a norm-preserving linear operator 
P  from onto , and €>ko being the completion of with respect to
 ^O
the norm (2.5), P  comes up to the isometrical isomorphism from onto
C>rO, since is dense in UQG'). Thus, we hold
Theorem I. (An extension formula of Plancherers theorenO G be a 
g en era l LC group with left-invariant Haar's measure d%\ with the same d e fi­
nitions as above, two H ilbert spaces L^G ) and C>ro mutually isom etrically  
isom orphic,
§3. Since (53^)^ is dense in Lc =  Z(G)H C(G), if /->/o strongly in Z(G), 
U^Le  and then /(^)-~^/o(^) (both / and /o being continuous) and
7 7o uniformly on Fo by means of 1 f  Heo^  11 /I!, where 1 / jl^ o is the uniform 
norm on Vq, i. e, Ii J  Hoo =  sup|/(^)].
If f  ^ Lcy then is also in Lc and
(3 .1 ) fix ') =  fx--i{e') =  I 7a;-i(^) dq) ; putting ^/(a;) — fx-ii<p)!f{^)  for 
7 (^ )4  0, otherwise — I, we have always
(3 .2 ) 7a.-i(^) =  (PfQx^  7(^) for all a; in G, 
since 7(^ ) =  O implies 7a;-i(^) = O for all x ^ G P
Suinmerizing these, we can formulate
Theorem 2. (Inversion formula of Fourier transform) Let f(^ (p^  be the g ,F , t ,  
o f  f e  LcQG ,^ i, e,
Kv') -- \ h ix ' ) f ix ' )d x .
G
then fix ') is representable in the form\
(3.3) <fjix')fiv')d(p.
VO
Theorem 3. Let Q be the inverse operator o f  P  as in Theorem I .  Then, 
P f = J  and Q f  =  f  for f^L\G ') and, for f ^ f  in L\G),
f{ip') = I. i. rn. J ^^ix} fK x:) d x , 
a
fQx) =  L i. m, j  (PfQx) fK(p') d ( f .
where'll, i. m y  Qlimit in the mean) should be taken as the sense o f  strong con­
vergence in the respective H ilbert spaces, (See Appendix II).
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I )  In / then (e^)x- f-^ fx   ^ since is closed.
§ 4. Now we shall investigate a Radon’s measure defined on Fo: Denoting 
the set of all positive continuous functions on Vo with compact supports by 
every g  ^L- (^Vq) is confined by some element of in fact, suppose
K  being the compact support of f  in Vq and let e be an arbitarily given positive 
number, then there exists a function of 35c such that ^(/^)>2e for each cp 
in VqP  so  that K  is covered by finite numbers of ; e), h — and
i — consequently, we see that where ki is a suitable
pOvSitive number. For every g 6 the real vector lattice generated from 
U putting
(4.1) 7r(f) =  inf n 0 ')  for / € , C e^e Appendix I)
and 7t( — =  TT is definable on on which it is surely a subadditive
positive-domogeneous function, i,e,
I 7T(aS) =  ciTrCS) for a
where 5, g i , § 2  € and on (^c)^- Owing to Hahn-Banach’s extension
theorem, there exists an additive functional tt® on such that  ^=  tt® on C c^)gft: 
we can always assume tnat is positive on Z+(Fo) ,* if this were not so, we 
may put again
I ;r j(/ + )=  su p jr»(5), for /, ^€DJL
O ^  ^
and see immediately that such k satisties the all conditions mentioned above. 
Then, Ir defines a Radon’s measure on Vo and every element of is inte-
grable with respect to such n] tt = tt® =  on it.
Thus the integrations in (2.3), (2.4), (3.3), etc. should be considered in the 
sense of Radon.
§5. Finally, we shall make a slight survey of the case that G is abelian, 
from which we might recognize that our extension is a natural one of abelian 
cases.
Let G be LC abelian; then, o^ =  S(Eo) and the character group G of G 
coincides with Vo so that (3. 2) is representable as follows
(5.1) / . (X) =  Z W / ( Z ) .
1) This comes from the fact: is dense In L(G ) and forms a basis of it, since 5^+ the 
collection of such elements in the forms / * / ,  /g L + ( G ) ,  is a basis of L (G ), i . e .  ( ^ ^ ) ^  
is dense in L (G ) and
2) In abelian cases, Fn itself is compact in Ec\\ hence. Vn-=Vt^-Q is Iocallv comoact.
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in which %(a;) =  is independent of the choice of / such that /(x)=#0,
since f Q. f - g\  ^ and hence such as in (5.1) is always definitive.
Moreover, we hold
i t )  =   ^ J f i x )  f i y )  xixy-'^)dxdy 
=  ' f i x ) - f i t )  =  \fix)\^<
from which it follows 
(5 .2 ) ' I S \fix)Vdx- ,
G
this is the modified formula of (2.5).
A
From this, we have ^ g ( Z L \ G ' )  and, by means of the Pontrjagin’s duality 
theorem, ^ a ~ L \ G ' ) ,
Appendix I. To define (4 .1 ) in §4, we prepare a Lemma;
Lemma 6. I f  f(^(p')>^Q for all ^€Fo, /€Zc, then it holds / (e )^O . 
Suppase that / (^ X O  and let TF be a neighborhood of e such that ^ (/ )(ivX O  
for X ^ W  \ take further a neighborhood U oi e such that UU’~^cW : then
=  J Cjjixy^Cyiy)dy
G
is in $ (G )i\  and 7(^)2;lO  on Fo implies that (^^?(/)^0 for all q? in 
so that
tp^ i^ /  ) =  J ^uix)/ix)dx
G
=  J CuiO J Cuis-^)/itsyitds:^o.
(I U - I
These are contradictory, from which the Lemma.
Appendix II. We have another formulation of (3 .4 ) in Thr. 3 as follows; 
for a suitable series [K^i] of compact sets K^ c in G,
(3 .4 )' f ( ^ ( p^^Li .m,  f i<pix)fQx)dx;
Oi J 
K a
since (Z+(G))j;^ is dense in L ^ G )  (see A. Weil, loc. cit. p. 32), for a given £>0 , 
there exists /» with compact carrier K  such that Ii / 1 1  1 1
S12, and
J  \/~/«\^ dx =   ^ \fjc-f'>\‘^ dx + l / l 2 £ ? x < e V 4 ,
G K  G - K
where /K (^)=ZCa;), x ^ K ,  and otherwise =0 , so that 11/k-/** 1 ^ 2  (-(j) <C /^2 
and 1 / -/x-1 l 2 (G)  =  H /a H p.„< e.
I )  Cff means a characteristic function of U;  see A. Weil, loc. cit.
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